With the rock revetment completed the temporary walkway installed to accommodate the access for the two residents houses, has been removed from the promenade. This allowed the new handrail to be installed. Works continue to the gabion basket retaining structure on the concrete promenade and on the toe of the bank. The upper path and promenade remain closed to the public.

Works commenced on installing new netting anchored into place in section A of the cliff face remedial works prior to the Christmas Holidays. With the first full length section now completed. Dependent on the rock face conditions these works will continue in each of the sections with new rock anchors or rock netting as per the design. For safety reasons the works sections sequence may change or the works may stop for a period dependent on weather conditions.
FOCUS ON: BLACKHEAD COASTAL PATH

Cliff face after scaling and prior to netting installation

Debris after heavy scaling has been completed

First of the new rock fall netting installation completed

Gabion basket continues to be built and filled along the promenade
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